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Suppose the integer-counting function N of a system of generalized prime 
numbers satisfies N(x) = Ax + 0(x exp{ -c log* x)) for some c and 0~ with 
c > 0 and 0 < CA < 1. This paper improves a result of Malliavin by proving 
that if b < a/7.91, then the prime-counting function r satisfies n(x) = li x + 
O(xexp{-logbx}). The proof is somewhat simpler than the original proof of 
Malliavin; the simplication consists of replacing an interpolation argument of 
Malliavin by an argument using Leibniz’s rule. The improvement, which is in 
the largest permissible value for b, comes merely from using a better trigonometric 
inequality. 
Beurling [l] defined a system, P, of generalized prime numbers as any 
non-decreasing unbounded sequence of real numbers which are greater 
than one. The associated system of generalized integers, N = {Q}:=;, 
is the sequence of real numbers obtained by arranging in nondecreasing 
order the values of the elements of the multiplicative semigroup generated 
by P. Specifically, n, = 1. The functions r(x) and N(x) are defined on 
[0, + co) to be, respectively, the number of elements of P and N less than 
or equal to x. The zeta function associated with P is defined formally as 
If N(x) = Ax + E(x) with E(x) = O(xe-c iOsDL “) for some c > 0 and 
0 < cy < 1, then c(s) is analytic for u = Re(s) > 1 and 
where g(s) and all of its derivatives are continuous for o > 1. 
The purpose of this paper is to give an improvement of a result proved 
by Malliavin [3] and to simplify the proof of that result. We prove the 
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THEOREM. Let N(x) = Ax + E(x) with E(x) = O(xe-C lo8 “)for some 
c and a: such that c > 0 and 0 < 01 < 1. Then if b < 0117.91, we have 
Z-(X) = li x + O(xe-loti”) (1) 
We shall need some facts about trigonometric polynomials. Let C, be 
the set of mth degree cosine polynomials 
such that f(e) 3 0 for all real 0, a, > a,, > 0, and a, > 0 for 2 < k < m. 
The estimates obtained for the error term in the asymptotic formula for 
the distribution of the generalized prime numbers will depend upon 
finding values as small as possible for a certain quotient of the coefficients 
of such polynomials. We define 
S = S(f) = (a, + al + 1.. + aJ(a, - a,). (2) 
For example, if 
f(e) = 5 + 8 cos e + 4 cos 28 + cos 38 = (1 + 2 cos e)yi + cos e), 
then S(f) = 6. It is known [4] that a polylonimial can be found in C, 
for which S < 5.91 and that for all polynomials in C, , for any value of m, 
we have S > 5.86 [5]. 
We now proceed with the proof of the theorem. We shall need several 
lemmas. The constants implied by the symbol < and those denoted 
A, , A, ,..., & may depend on P, but are independent of n and t = Im s. 
LEMMA 1. Let N(x) = Ax + E(x) with E(x) = O(xe-c 108 “) for some c 
and 01 such that c > 0 and 0 < 01 < 1. If f(s) = (s - 1) c(s) and a = l/a 
then 
I f(fi)(~ + it)1 < (1 t I + l){ac-l(n + 1) log(l t I + e)P(fl+l) 
for all natural numbers n and any u in [l, 21. 
Remark. Since (n + l)a(n+l) < 4Wcn+l) for n > 0, the inequality (3) 
is equivalent to 
I f(m)(u + it)1 < (I t j + l){ac-ln log(l t I + e)Y(“+‘). (4) 
However the n + 1 in the exponent is essential and cannot be replaced by n. 
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Proof. ForanyM>l,s=o+it#l,ando>l,wehave 
S(s) = 1: +co x-s dN(x) +s s E(x) x-s-1 dx + gy - E(M) AP. M 
Using the hypothesis on E(x) and Leibnitz’ rule, we have for 1 < CJ < 2 
If(“Y~ + it)1 
< (I t I + 1) 1” x-l log” x &V(x) + n 1” x-1 log”-1 x &V(x) 
1- 1- 
+ (I t I + 1)” ,;, une-c@ du + (I t / + 1) IZ I:, ZP+--~~” du 
un-2e-cu” du + (I t 1 + 1) log” A4 + n log”-l M. 
Now integration by parts gives 
s 
M 
x-l log” x dN(x) 
1- 
zzz N(M) M-l log” M - 1” N(x) x-~ log”-l x(n - log x) dx 
1 
x-l log” x dx < logn+l A4 
If x 3 b 3 1, then the incomplete gamma function, T(b, x), satisfies 
F(b, x) = s:” tb-Q-t dt < b --z ,xe , 
which can be shown by integration by parts and induction on [b]. Thus 
for log A4 > {UC-‘(n + 1))” we have 
s 
+m +m un * e-cua du = aC-a(n+l) I Uah+lkle-u du 1ogM clogaM 
< a(log”+l M) e-clos”M. 
We choose log M = {UC-l(n + 1) log(l t I + e)}a. Then we have 
(I t I + 1) JZ, 24% . e-@ du < a(1 t 1 + l)(log”+l M) e--clOsarM 
< a logn+l M 
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also we have n + 1 < (~a-~)~(ac-~(n + 1))” < (c~-l)~ log M so that 
n(n - 1) jm un-2e-cua du < n jm u+le-c@ du < jm une-cuu du. 
log M log A4 log M 
Thus 
Jfyo + it)/ Q (I t ( + 1) logn+lM 
Q (I t 1 + l){ac-‘(n + 1) log(l t I + e)}a(n+l), 
which proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Assume that on some set in the complex plane the function 
F satisjes 
I F’Wl < ghkds) W”+l (k = 1, 2,..., k,) 
with g2(s) >, 1, /3 > 1, and 
I Fb)l-’ < kdW’ gz”@> 
where h > 0. 
Then for 0 f k < k, - 1 
I(%,” (#,I < {4Bg;+2(s)(k + l)B}k+l. (5) 
Proof. The proof is by induction using Leibnitz’ rule. The inequality 
(5) is clearly true for k = 0. Assume that 0 < m d k0 - 1 and that the 
inequality holds for all k such that k < m - 1. By Leibnitz’ rule 
- F(s)) = f ( ; ) F(m-n)(s) ($)” (8). 
n=O 
Thus 
< 1 F(s) I-’ I Ffrn+l) @)I + 5’ ( ; ) I Fcm-Wl I(-&)” ($#)I/ 
n-0 
< [ g2(s)](“+2)(“+1){(m + 1)0(“+2)} 
m-1 
+ [,(,)]'A+"""+" . z. ( t ) (m - n)B(m-n+l) (4(n + 1)}8(“+1). 
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Since the last sum is less than or equal to 
m-1 
i (1 c ?%=O ‘I: (m - n)+-nfl(4(n + l)}n+l 6 1 
and the ratio of the n-th term to the (n + 1)-st term of this second sum 
for 0 < n < m - 2 is 
;( ,“-,” 1 )m-n(*y+z<;, 
we have 
m-1 
z. ( z ) (m - n)5(m-n+1) {4(n + 1)}6(“+1) < (2 - 4mmqn+1)6. 
Thus 
I($,” #)I < {4B(m + l)@ g”,‘“(s)}“+l, 
since (m + 1) < 2”. 
LEMMA 3. Let N(x) = Ax + E(x) where E(x) = 0(xe+ lOga “) for 
some c and 01 such that c > 0 and 0 < a! < 1. Define k(s) = logf(s) = 
log{(s - 1) c(s)} and let a = l/a. rffor some A, > 0 and h < 0 
,f(l + it),-l < (4 log(l t I + e>Y 
ItI+ ’ 
then there exists a constant Bl > 0 such that for n > 1 
1 k(@(l + it)1 < {BIna logacA+2)(l t 1 + e)}“. 
Proof. From (4) there is a constant A, such that 
1 f(“)(l + it)1 < A,(/ t I + l){ac-ln log(l t I + e)}a(n+l) 
(6) 
for all II 3 1. We may assume A, 2 1. If A, = max(A, , A,ac-l), 
g,(l + it) = / t I + 1, and g,(l + it) = {A, log(l t I + e)}a, then the 
hypotheses of Lemma 2 are satisfied for fl = a. Thus we have 
for n 3 1 provided B, 3 (4A3”. 
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LEMMA 4. Let N(x) = Ax + E(x) with E(x) = O(xe+ lOga “) for some 
c and (y. such that c > 0 and 0 < 01 < 1, and let a = l/a. Then there exists 
a constant A, such that 
I ((1 + it)/-’ < A,{log(l t / + e))a(s-I) (7) 
for all t # 0 and any value of S = S(g), where g E Cm for some value qf m. 
Proof. Since c(s) is continuous for (T = 1, t # 0, and c(s) - A(s - 1)-l 
is continuous for a > 1, the result is clear for 0 < 1 t I < t,, for some t, . 
Let 
g(t9)=uo+ulcos8+-**+a,cosnO 
be in C, and let S = S(g). 
Then using the classical method we have at once 
c”“(u) 1 &u + it)l’“l .** I 5(u + int)l”” > 1 (8) 
for u > 1. It follows from Lemma 1 that 
1 5(u + it)1 < A&g(l t I 
foro>l,Itj>t,>O.Thusfrom@) 
1 &cr + it)/ 2 &(a - l)+l {log(l t I - 
for 1 < u < 2. 
Since the proof of Lemma 1 gives 
I 5’(u + itI G 4Uod t I 
foru>l,ItI b&,wehave 
+ 41 
t WQ 
I 5(1 + it>1 3 I 5(u + it)1 - 11 I {‘(u + it)] du 
G= A,(u - lFa1 {log(l t I + 4 
-(ala,)(a,+a,+...+a,) 
- A,(u - lNog(l t I + eN2a 
> A,{log(l t 1 + e)}a(l-s). 
when u > 1 and u is chosen to maximize the difference. The lemma 
follows from this inequality. 
The following lemma was proved by Malliavin using the Parseval 
formula for Fourier transforms. 
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LEMMA 5. Let k(s) = log{(s - 1) c(s)}. If there are constants b and 
B with b > 1 such that 
s +m 1 k(“)(l + it)]” --m & < {Bnb}2” (9) 
for all suficiently large n, then there exists a c > 0 such that 
II(x) - li x = O(xe-clos’z) 
where fl = b-l. 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this paper. 
Proof of the Theorem. By Lemma 5 it will suffice to show that (9) is 
satisfied with b < 7.91a. If g E C, for some m and S = S(g), then from 
Lemma 4 we have 
1 
IfU + it)1 
< 4Uog(l t I + e)F1) 
ItI+ 1 
for all values oft, sincef(s) is finite at s = 1. (We continue to use A, , A, ,... 
to denote positive constants depending only on P.) Thus by Lemma 3 
with X = S - 1 we have 
1 k(“)(l + it)/ < A,W”{log 1 (t I + e))an(s+l) 
and 
s +m 1 k’“‘(1 + it)l” & < Agnn2an I +m {log t)2an(S+1) dt + pdt2an t2 1 --co 1 
< A~$‘“nI’(2an(S + 1) + 1) < A:2n2”“(s+2), 
since F(x + 1) < xz for x 2 1. Thus (9) is satisfied with b = a(S + 2). 
Since polynomials, g, can be found in C, for sufficiently large m for which 
S(g) < 5.91 the theorem is proved. 
In those cases for which 01 = 1, the function l(S) - A/(s - 1) has an 
analytic continuation into the half-plane Re s > 1 - c. By using the 
classical methods of complex integration (see, for example, [2]) it is 
possible to obtain 
T(X) - Ii x = 0(x exp{--h(log x)li2}), (10) 
where h is a positive number. The theorem of this paper gives only 
n(x) - li x = 0(x exp(-(log x)1/7*91)). 
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A better estimate can be obtained if some of the estimates obtained from 
the lemmas are replaced by ones obtained using methods of complex 
analysis. For example, it is possible using such methods to show that 
I 5(1 + it)l-’ < A,, log(l t 1 + e). 
If this estimate is used in place of the one provided by Lemma 4, then the 
remaining arguments of this paper yield 
r(x) - li x = 0(x exp{--(log x)l/*>) 
for some positive p. 
If all of the estimates from Lemmas l-4 are replaced by those obtainable 
by complex variable methods, then we have 
I k’(s)1 = j g + & j < -4,,log(l t I + 4 
for u 3 1 - a log-l(l t I + e). Using Cauchy’s inequality for power 
series we obtain 
( k(“)(l + it)/ < A,,n! log”(( t ( + e). 
If we use this estimate, Lemma 5 will provide the estimate given in (lo), 
with perhaps a poorer value for h. 
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